The revised text on writing's history, however, is far from complete. Scholars say they are hampered by a lack of fresh data from Near Eastern sites, the reluctance of museum curators to allow potentially destructive testing of critical artifacts, and the limitations of radiocarbon dating. Moreover, the 1989 discovery in Egypt of an ancient and sophisticated writing system has fueled a new debate: Did Mesopotamia's literacy trigger that of Egypt, as is traditionally supposed, or was it the other way around-or neither? More recent finds showing that the Indus script likely was evolving around 3300 B.C.-at about the same time as its Near East counterparts began to coalesce-have deepened the mystery. Some researchers, pondering the near-simultaneous appearance of seemingly separate protowriting systems in three distinct civilizations, suggest that they may have developed independently in response to similar circumstances.
But tracing the predecessors of cuneiform, hieroglyphics, and Indus River valley script becomes increasingly tricky the farther back in prehistory researchers probe. "We really have very little information prior to 3500 B.C.," says Piotr Michalowski, a cuneiform scholar at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. "It comes down to a matter of faith." before 3000 B.C. in Uruk. Accurately dating these early tablets has proved problematic.
Harappa Indus River script developed far earlier than once believed; this sample found in Pakistan dates to before 3000 B.C.
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For decades, archaeologists in Iraq, Syria, and Iran dug up curious ceramic pieces-numerous small tokens in diverse geometric shapes. They also found hollow clay spheres with markings on the outside from later periods and with these same small ceramic pieces inside. Those ranged in age from about 9000 to 4000 years old but were dismissed by most researchers as ancient games and relegated to museum storage bins.
But Pierre Amiet, an archaeologist at the Louvre in Paris, suspected as early as the 1960s that the mysterious objects were actually used to count goods. Since then, his student Denise Schmandt-Besserat, now at the University of Texas, Austin, has elaborated on that theory. After studying thousands of tokens, she proposed in the 1980s that different shapes signified different commercial objects-a cone shape, for example, represented a measure of grain; a cylinder connoted an animal. The number of tokens indicated quantity. "It was the first visual code, the first system of artifacts created for the sole purpose of communicating information," she says.
Despite her colleagues' skepticism, Schmandt-Besserat went on to theorize that the system grew and evolved over thousands of years. By the end of the fourth millennium B.C., tokens represented different animals; processed foods such as oil, trussed ducks, or bread; and manufactured and imported goods such as textiles and metal, she says. By about 3500 B.C., concurrent with the growth of major cities like Uruk, the tokens were often found in hollow clay spheres, like envelopes; markings on the outside indicated the sorts and quantities of tokens within.
Ultimately, the tokens were dispensed with altogether, and the clay spheres became clay tablets with impressed marks representing objects-marks that evolved into early cuneiform, according to Schmandt-Besserat. By 3100 B.C., someone-perhaps indeed an Uruk priest-began to use a reed stylus on wet clay to make the more precise markings that comprise cuneiform. This form of writing continued at Uruk and other Mesopotamian sites until the latter days of the Roman Empire, much as Latin survived as an elite and holy language in Europe for more than 1000 years after Rome's fall.
The token theory, according to some scholars, helps solve a nagging puzzle. "The great mystery until now was how a full-fledged system emerged so suddenly," says William Hallo, an Assyriologist at Yale University. "Now we can see a progression of successive steps [over] a fairly extended time." But many Assyriologists say Schmandt-Besserat goes too far in postulating a sophisticated representational system before 3500 B.C. Oates prefers to call the tokens "a means of remembering rather than a genuine recording device." Eleanor Robson, an Assyriologist at Oxford University, U.K., says the later arrangements of tokens in spheres clearly are "a coherent system"; even so, she says, it is hard to identify the inside objects definitively from before 3500 B.C. "Most are little blobby lumps," she says, "and it's hard to know which are tokens and which are beads or weights." Skeptics also insist that there is little evidence that cuneiform grew directly out of this system, as Schmandt-Besserat maintains. Token shapes and the impressions made on the spheres, she says, inspired cuneiform's representations for objects such as sheep and oil. But others are not so sure. "I accept the tokens as the earliest form of writing, but I see no good evidence that incised tokens are precursors" to cuneiform, says Robert Englund, a Sumerian scholar at the University of California, Los Angeles. Paul Zimansky, a Boston University archaeologist, agrees. "There's no indication of linkage," he says.
A few scholars take a harder line. Michalowski holds to the idea that cuneiform is a separate development that may have been influenced by tokens and cylinder seals-also widely used in ancient Mesopotamia-but that is unique and distinct. "I joke that cuneiform had to be invented by one person because it was too good to be invented by a committee," he says, arguing that the system is the result of a "quantum leap" that drew on many traditions.
More data would clearly be welcome. Englund and Robson assert that more research should be done on the sealed hollow spheres, more than 100 of which are in museums around the world. Englund and his colleagues have already done x-rays and computerized tomography scans on these objects at the University of Heidelberg in Germany, but, they say, the time, expense, and low resolution of these procedures make them a poor substitute for splitting open the spheres and studying them directly. Curators, however, are reluctant to see their artifacts tampered with and possibly destroyed. "It's an unpleasant situation," Englund says.
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Code breaker?
Denise SchmandtBesserat maintains that clay tokens and spheres led to cuneiform.
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Dating troubles
Egypt is only 1000 kilometers west of Mesopotamia, and there is a long history of trade between the two great civilizations. So scholars have long accepted the idea that hieroglyphics-which were thought to have appeared a century or so after cuneiform-were inspired by the Uruk concept of storing information.
But a 1989 discovery by Gunther Dreyer of Cairo's German Archeological Institute and his subsequent findings at Abydos in upper Egypt have threatened Mesopotamia's ancient claim as the source of the first writing system. Opening a royal tomb dubbed U-j in 1989, Dreyer's team found a large trove of objects bearing inscriptions that are more than a century older than the oldest written materials previously discovered in Egypt. The finds, which include nearly 200 small bone and ivory objects, are from roughly the same era as Uruk's earliest tablets-around 3200 B.C. A rougher set of similar inscriptions was found on nearby vessels. About 50 signs seem to represent humans, animals, and a palace façade. Later findings nearby included pot marks dating to about 3500 B.C.
Dreyer argues that the symbols represent a single well-developed system that led to hieroglyphics. But other researchers are skeptical of this claim. "The pot marks can't be interpreted," and so the data "are insufficient" to draw wide-ranging conclusions, says John Baines, an Egyptologist at Oxford University, although he agrees that the inscriptions on bone and ivory clearly are writing.
Meanwhile, attempts to accurately date materials from both Egypt and Mesopotamia have proven inconclusive. Recent radiocarbon dating in Heidelberg of charcoal from both an Uruk temple, where early cuneiform tablets were found, and the Abydos tomb showed a date of approximately 3450 B.C. for
Uruk and 3320 B.C. for Abydos-pushing back the previous dates, based on well-known Egyptian chronologies, about 150 years.
Margarete van Ess of Berlin's German Archeological Institute, for one, accepts those dates, which push the origin of cuneiform back by a century or so, giving Mesopotamia the edge. But other scholars say such precision is not possible in radiocarbon dating. Researchers are looking for additional clues, both in situ and on the tablets and vessels that record the early writing; Van Ess, for example, recently began digging at Uruk after the decade-long hiatus resulting from international sanctions against Iraq.
Those clues are hard to come by, however. Because builders at Uruk often used old tablets as fill, pinpointing their date and context is difficult. "Uruk is such a mess," says Englund. "The stratigraphic record is really quite horrible." And Dreyer-who continues his excavations-has yet to find significant material at Abydos that may shed more light on hieroglyphic evolution.
Three at once?
Archaeologists in Pakistan have had more luck in recent years. A team of U.S. researchers discovered compelling evidence in the late 1990s that the script from the Indus River valley also has a long and complex history. The Harappan civilization flourished there from 2800 B.C. to 1700 B.C. before collapsing; its script ceased to be used afterward, and the meanings of the signs remain a mystery. But although it never attained the complexity of the Mesopotamian or Egyptian writing systems, the Indus script nevertheless developed into a formidable grouping of signs.
The recent finds suggest that the script arose more than half a millennium earlier than previously believed. Pottery discovered at the site of Harappa includes markings that date from 3500 B.C. to 3300 B.C. and that appear to be precursors to that script. "I wouldn't call these signs writing," says Richard Meadow, a Harvard archaeologist who works at the site. "But these could be seen as part of an evolution of signs that continue to the Harappan period."
The Harappan and Abydos finds pose a major challenge to the traditional theory that writing diffused gradually from Mesopotamia to Egypt and perhaps to the Indus. All three areas were linked by trade in prehistory-Egypt to Mesopotamia through the Levant, and Mesopotamia to the Indus through modern-day Iran and the Persian Gulf coast. But the dominance of Mesopotamia is now in question.
"That the idea [of writing] passed from Egypt to Mesopotamia is quite a possibility now," maintains Dreyer. Others are not so quick to make that leap. "I'm undecided," says Baines, "but I don't think that's likely." Still other Mesopotamian scholars largely adhere to the old school of east-to-west influence, given what they say is the long evolution apparent from cylinder seals and the clay spheres.
Baines, however, posits a third possibility: that the two systems developed independently at about the same time. And if Harappa is included, then the evidence suggests that three separate systems with their own evolutionary paths began to mature nearly simultaneously. That would appear a stunning coincidence, but some researchers say contact with other groups, combined with an indigenous need to convey more complex information, might have been the not-so-coincidental common ingredients that made the Near East and the Indus advance so quickly.
